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• Preceptors and Final Year of Clinical Experience (FYCE) Sites
• Stand-Setting Bodies

• Task Force Deliverables
• Request for Your Input
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• Lisa Lucks Mendel (CAPCSD)
• Christina Roup (AAA)
• Robert Traynor (ABA)
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AUD EDUCATION SUMMIT
• October, 2016
• All 75 academic programs participated
• Stakeholder Representatives
• AAA
• ABA
• ACAE
• CAA
• CAPCSD
• CAuDP
• SAA

AUD EDUCATION SUMMIT
• Focus
• Focused on current model of clinical education
• Learned about alternative models from other doctoral
professions
• Identified strategies for improvement

• Outcomes
• Need for standardization of the externship
• Need a collective vision for audiology that will inform the
evolution of audiology education
• Consensus no to replace the final year clinical externship
with a post graduation residency

AUD EDUCATION KEY ISSUES IDENTIFIED AT THE
SUMMIT
1. What is the urgency of creating a national database of clinical externship sites?

76% = very or somewhat urgent
23% = not urgent
1% = not important

2. What is the urgency in standardizing the application process (including application
deadlines) for clinical externship sites?

87% = very or somewhat urgent
13% = not urgent
0% = not important

3. Should we explore mandatory preceptor training (yes/no)?

54% = yes
46% = no

4. Are you in favor of exploration of a residency model or other postgraduate training
(yes/no)?

34% = yes
66% = no

5. What is the urgency of moving toward a residency model or other postgraduate
education?

17% = very or somewhat urgent
42% = not urgent
41% = not important

6. In keeping with a “skate-to-the-puck” metaphor, are we ready, as a profession, to plot
our course for the next 10, 15, 20 years?

28% = strongly agree or agree
53% = disagree
19% = strongly disagree

AUD EDUCATION TASK FORCE CREATED
• Six Working Groups
• 1. Vision—Future of AuD Education
• 2. Competency-Based Student Evaluations
• 3. Standardization for Externship
• 4. Student Readiness
• 5. Guidelines for AuD Clinical Training Sites
• 6. Residency Post-Graduation

TASK FORCE REPORT
• Summary of outcomes from working groups
• Recommendations for
• University AuD Programs
• AuD Students
• Preceptors and Final Year of Clinical Experience (FYCE) Sites
• Stand-Setting Bodies

• Deliverables
• Tiered Clinical Skills Assessment Form
• Minimum Standard Application Form

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS TO
UNIVERSITY AUD PROGRAMS
• AuD Education
• Remain current in the basic and applied information included in the
curricula
• Infuse best practices into the clinical education of AuD students
• Consider alternative educational and health care models

• FYCE
• Work with university leadership to help them understand the importance
and effectiveness of the processes incorporated into AuD education in order
for the programs to maintain their support for key program components such
as the FYCE
• Be actively involved in and supportive of the students prior to and during the
FYCE. At a minimum, FYCE preceptors should be required to submit
midterm and final evaluations of student performance

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS TO
UNIVERSITY AUD PROGRAMS
• Preceptor Training
• Encourage and support preceptors to participate in ongoing supervision
training such as that offered by CAPCSD and CH-AP
• Monitor the content of the scopes of practice published by AAA and
ASHA to determine the need for changes to the program curricula

• Student Training
• Provide basic information about preceptorship to students
• Use the Tiered Clinical Skills Assessment Form to assess the competencies
of students prior to beginning their FYCE.

• Pursue availability of postgraduate residency models for those
individuals who wish to pursue specialized training in an area of
practice

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AUD STUDENTS
• Participate
• Actively participate throughout the educational process,
including the didactic coursework, clinical education, and FYCE.
• Specifically, students should frequently reflect on the progression
of their clinical skill development and professionalism, using a
document such as the Tiered Clinical Skills Assessment Form or
equivalent

• Lifelong Learning
• Recognize the importance of dedication to lifelong learning, and
embrace the notion that learning will not end with the conferring
of the AuD degree

• Advocate
• Commit to staying apprised of professional issues in order to
appropriately advocate for the profession, future students, and
patients of audiology

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AUD STUDENTS
• FYCE & FYCE Timeline
• Learn about the recommended FYCE timeline and
application process, and ask questions of university and
external preceptors regarding their timelines and
responsibilities
• Advocate for the agreed upon standardized timeline and
application process with academic program faculty and
with clinical supervisors/preceptors to help move the
standardization of this process forward
• Work in partnership with AuD program faculty to identify
and apply for an approved FYCE that meets the
educational needs of each individual student
• Commit to understanding the precepting/supervising
process

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRECEPTORS
AND FYCE SITES
• Training
• Obtain specialized and ongoing training to aid in the
development of appropriate clinical supervisory skills

• FYCE Timeline
• Adhere to the recommended FYCE timeline and standard
application process vetted and agreed upon by the Task Force,
which included representatives across audiology professional
organizations

• Feedback
• Provide ongoing and regular informal and formal feedback to
both the student and the institution/university during the FYCE.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
STANDARDS-SETTING BODIES
• Communication
• There should be clear communication among the student, program,
and preceptor during the FYCE. At minimum, every student should
receive a midterm and final grade from the preceptor. All parties
should discuss these grades

Accreditation Commission
for Audiology Education

• Application and Timeline
• A centralized FYCE application is recommended. AAA’s Suggested
Timeline for AuD Externships provides a model for the process for
students, academic program faculty, and FYCE sites

• Qualifications of the Preceptor
• Preceptors should complete coursework in supervision and should
maintain continuing education in this area
• According to the 2020 Standards of the CFCC, after being awarded
the CCC, individuals must “Complete a minimum of 2 hours of
professional development in the area of supervision/clinical
instruction”

ASHA

DELIVERABLES

Tiered Clinical
Skills Assessment
Form
Minimum Standard
Application Form

TIERED CLINICAL SKILLS ASSESSMENT FORM
• Comprehensive list of practice areas that audiology
students should have experience prior to their externship
year
• Assessment Skills
• Management Skills
• Professionalism

• Practice areas classified into 3 tiers:
• Mastery Prior to Externship
• More Advanced (Developing) Skills Prior to Externship
• Advanced/Specialty Skills (unlikely to be fully established prior
to externship)

TIERED CLINICAL SKILLS
ASSESSMENT FORM: DEFINITIONS

ASSESSMENT

MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONALISM

MINIMUM STANDARD APPLICATION FORM
• Cover letter (one page)
• Curriculum vitae (CV) or resume
• Three references or letters of recommendations
• Rather than using free-text letters of recommendation, consider
using a behavioral rating of academic, clinical, and professional
skills (included on the application form)
• Transcripts, if required by individual FYCE sites

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
• Survey taken at the summit emphasized great need for a
national database of clinical sites for the FYCE and
standardization of the application process
• How can the Task Force encourage appropriate
stakeholders to take ownership of these important issues
and commit to moving forward and taking action?
• How can the Task Force report be more impactful?
• How can the Task Force ensure that the Tiered Clinical
Skills Assessment Form (or comparable form) & the
Minimum Standard Application Form are refined (as
needed) and adopted by all programs?

2 DISCUSSION TOPICS
1.How can the stakeholder groups work together to
establish a national database of FYCE sites?
• Who should lead the process?
• How might the process be funded?

2. How can we ensure that both a tiered assessment
and a standardized application are adopted?

DISCUSSION APPROACH:
THINK-PAIR-SHARE
• Think – silent reflection (1 minute)
• Pair – pair up and share your thoughts with your neighbor
(4 minutes)
• Share – whole group discussion/exchange of ideas (6 minutes)

Think – Silent Reflection
How can the
stakeholder groups
work together to
establish a national
database of FYCE
sites?
Who should lead the
process?
How might the process
be funded?

1 minute

Pair and Share
How can the
stakeholder groups
work together to
establish a national
database of FYCE
sites?
Who should lead the
process?
How might the process
be funded?

4 minutes

Group Discussion
How can the
stakeholder groups
work together to
establish a national
database of FYCE
sites?
Who should lead the
process?
How might the process
be funded?

6 minutes

Think – Silent Reflection
How can we ensure
that both a tiered
assessment and a
standardized
application are
adopted?

1 minute

Pair and Share
How can we ensure
that both a tiered
assessment and a
standardized
application are
adopted?

4 minutes

Group Discussion
How can we ensure
that both a tiered
assessment and a
standardized
application are
adopted?

6 minutes

